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Abstract—This paper deals with the thermal modeling and
experimental validation of a large prismatic Li-ion battery.
A lumped model representing the main thermal phenomena
in the cell, in and outside the casing is proposed. Most of
the parameters are determined analytically, using physical and
geometrical properties. The heat capacity, the internal thermal
resistance and interfacial thermal resistance between the cell and
its cooling system are experimentally identified. The proposed
model is validated with a precision of 1°C.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Energy management and security are key issues for electric
and hybrid vehicles development. Battery management systems
(BMS) have been developed to ensure these goals. Inside
a BMS, the thermal management has an essential role in
the operating system supervision [1]. Furthermore, having a
thermal model able to estimate the internal temperature of the
battery under operation can help improving the accuracy of
an electrical model used in the BMS [2], avoid exceeding the
battery thermal limitations [3] or allow a more efficient energy
management.

Several papers deal with thermal modeling of battery,
using different approaches such as Partial Differential Equation
(PDE) model [4], Linear Parameter-Varying (LPV) model
[5], finite element model [6] or lumped parameter model
[7]. In most of them, a thermal model is coupled with an
electrochemical model so as to simulate the temperature profile
of a battery under different operating conditions, geometries or
cooling rate. Such coupled models can also be used to explore
pulse power limitations, in order to prevent thermal runaway or
to design heat dissipation systems. Three-dimensional thermal
models have also been investigated in order to provide a better
insight about the behavior of cells under abuse conditions.
Such models based on finite element model are well-suited
for the battery design purpose, but are not compatible with
the low computational resources of micro-controllers used in
BMS.

A thermal model of a large prismatic Li-ion cell (LiFePO4)
based on a lumped electric equivalent model is presented in
this paper. It aims to represent a cell thermal behavior inside
a battery pack. Such a model is able to estimate the internal
temperature of a cell, and simple enough to be implemented
in real time calculators.

Figure 1. Prismatic cells (3x7) integration in a pack

Inside of a prismatic battery pack, cell temperatures have
been measured as quite homogeneous and hottest elements
appeared to be located in central location. For the latter,
surrounding cells are almost at the same temperature and their
heat is so evacuated through their bottom faces (see Fig. 1).
As a result, their cooling performances are strongly dependent
on the interfacial thermal resistance between the bottom face
and the cooling system. In order to analyze the efficiency of
the cooling system, this resistance must be evaluated. Because
it has no thickness, it can not be measured using sensors and,
consequently, must be identified indirectly.

A cell (core and casing) and its environment have been rep-
resented by a lumped model. Most of the thermal parameters
of this model are determined analytically, using physical and
geometrical properties of the materials. On the contrary, heat
capacity, internal resistance and interfacial resistance between
the casing and its cooling system are experimentally identified.

In a first part, main thermal phenomena are modeled [7],
[8]. In a second part, analytical and experimental methods
for thermal parameters identification are presented [2], [9].
Finally, experimental validation of the proposed model through
a discharge-charge cycle is presented and discussed.



II. THERMAL MODEL

We used a lumped thermal model [2], [8] - also called
equivalent electric circuit - to model our cell. This approach is
based on the formal analogy between thermal and electrical
phenomena. Nodes are associated with volumes (assumed
isothermal), capacitances represent heat accumulation, resis-
tances represent heat transfers (by conduction, convection or
radiation), current sources represent heat generation and volt-
age sources represent set temperatures. Capacitances, current
and voltage sources are used between a node and the ground
node. To lighten the model representation, voltage sources are
replaced by temperatures they set.

In our application, cells have been integrated in a battery
pack as shown by figure 1. Cells are connected to a cooling
system by their bottom faces. Heat flows to the cooling system
are represented by white arrows. As for the horizontal heat
transfers, 3 configurations with different boundary conditions
can be highlighted:

• at the center: heat may flow between cells by con-
duction;

• on a side: heat can also flow between the cell and
the pack inner atmosphere by convection through one
face;

• on a corner: heat can also flow between the cell and
the pack inner atmosphere by convection through two
faces.

The cell was modeled by the thermal network shown in
figure 2 where there is one central node for the cell core, one
node per face and one per terminal. Main thermal phenomena
in the cell (core), in the aluminum casing and outside the
casing have been modeled.

In the core: Green elements stand for internal phenomena
(heat generation, accumulation and transfers). Because of the
poor thermal contacts between them, heat transfers between the
cell core and faces in y and z directions are neglected. Due
to the foil stacking internal structure, we considered the cell
core having a homogeneous specific heat and an anisotropic
thermal conductivity (being equal in y and z directions and
different in the x direction) [9]. Despite its dimensions, the
cell core is considered isothermal in y and z directions thanks
to the current collectors. This has been confirmed by tests made
by a third party. All core thermal properties are assumed to
be constant regarding the state of charge (SoC) [10]. As for
Ri,+ and Ri,−, they stand for conduction through the current
collectors.

In the core: Green elements stand for internal phenomena
(heat generation, accumulation and transfers). It can be seen
that heat transfers between the cell core and faces in y and z
directions are neglected. This is due to poor thermal contacts
between them. Due to the foil stacking internal structure, we
considered the cell core having a homogeneous specific heat
and an anisotropic thermal conductivity (being equal in y and
z directions and different in the x direction) [9]. Despite its
dimensions, the cell core is considered isothermal in y and
z directions thanks to the current collectors. This has been
confirmed by tests made by a third party. All core thermal
properties are assumed to be constant regarding the state of

Figure 2. Lumped thermal model of a cell.

charge (SoC) [10]. As for Ri,+ and Ri,−, they stand for
conduction through the current collectors.

In the casing: Red elements stand for heat transfers
through the casing. All casing thermal capacities are neglected
compared to the core thermal capacity and no heat generation
has been considered. Consequently, there are only heat trans-
fers by conduction through the casing.

Outside the casing: Blue elements represent thermal ex-
changes between the cell and its environment (by conduction,
convection and/or radiation, depending on the cell location in
the pack). The resistance Re,bot below the cell represents the
contact resistance between the cell bottom and the cooling
system. Other blue resistances represent heat exchanges, by
the lateral faces and by the top face, either with the ambient
air or with other cells.



Figure 3. (a) Experimental setup approaching pack central cell conditions and (b) details about the heat transfer resistances outside the casing.

III. PARAMETERS CHARACTERIZATION

In order to simplify the model identification, we have
considered a cell located in the center of a pack. In this case,
heat flows mostly in the z direction, because surrounding cells
are supposed to be at the same temperature. Those conditions
have been experienced by packing a cell with insulating
materials and placing it on a temperature-regulated system
(Fig. 3a).

Values and determination modes of the different compo-
nents of our thermal model are summarized in the table I.
Parameters have been sorted by location and by type.

Heat generation: We chose to use the cell internal heat
generation to characterize its thermal parameters. The heat
generation Q̇ has been modeled by equation (1) [2]. The first
term stands for resistive dissipation and is always positive
(irreversible heat). The second term is the entropic heat and
can be positive or negative (reversible heat) [11].

Q̇ = Icell (Vcell − Vocv) + Icell Tcell
∂Vocv
∂T

(1)

The irreversible heat can be calculated :

• if the open circuit voltage Vocv is known. It depends
on the State of Charge (SoC), on the current direction
(following a hysteresis cycle, which is about 10 mV
large) [12] and on the temperature (about 0.1 mV/K);

Value Evaluation Equation
Ri,x 0.8K.W−1 Experimental (3)
Ri,+ 4.3K.W−1 Analytical (4)
Ri,− 4.7K.W−1 Analytical (4)

Rs,y 3.1K.W−1 Analytical (4)
Rs,z1 8.9K.W−1 Analytical (4)
Rs,z2 36.9K.W−1 Analytical (4)

Re,x 24.3K.W−1 Analytical (4)
Re,y 55.0K.W−1 Analytical (4)
Re,z 6.7K.W−1 Analytical (4)

Re,+/− 10.6K.W−1 Analytical
Re,bot 1.8K.W−1 Experimental

Q̇ Variable Estimation (1)

C 1000J.K−1 Experimental (2)

Table I. VALUES AND DETERMINATION MODES OF THE DIFFERENT
COMPONENTS OF OUR THERMAL MODEL

• by measuring the cell voltage Vcell, which depends on
the current Icell, on time, on cell temperature Tcell, on
the SoC and on ageing;

• by measuring the current Icell.

The second term is evaluated in the same way, given the
knowledge of the term ∂Vocv

∂T (which only depends on the SoC)
and by measuring Tcell and Icell.

Values of Vocv and ∂Vocv

∂T have been evaluated during
specific tests [2].



Heat capacity: In order to identify the heat capacity C, the
battery was packed with insulating materials on its different
faces (including the bottom’s). It was heated by imposing a
+/- 1C square current with a period of 20s (a 1C current fully
discharges the battery in 1h). In these conditions, the internal
temperature was increasing as a ramp at the beginning of
the test. Consequently, the heat capacity was determined with
equation (2).

This current solicitation has been chosen because it keeps
the cell SoC constant. As a result, Vocv is well-known, because
it can be measured before beginning the test. Besides, the
square profile eliminates the irreversible heat. Finally, a 20-
second-long period is very small compared to the thermal time
constant of the cell. Thus, the average heat generation Q̇avg

can be used directly in the calculus.

C =
Q̇avg

dTcell/dt
(2)

This heat capacity value corresponds to a specific heat of
0.83 J.g−1.K−1, which is consistent with results found in
literature.

Internal heat transfer in x direction: The cell internal
resistance Ri,x was experimentally obtained using the value of
C and measurements made by a third party. Several thermo-
couples have been put inside (in its median plan) and outside
a cell. The cell has been placed in a climatic chamber with no
insulating material, heated by a full discharge and then rested.
During the cell cooling, most of its heat was evacuated by
its faces in x direction. As a result, it was possible to derive
formula (3) from the thermal model.

Ri,x =
∆T

C dTin/dt
2

= 0.8 K.W−1 (3)

∆T is the temperature difference between the cell core and
the face in x direction. The heat flow running through Ri,x is
determined by the heat capacity ”discharge”.

Internal heat transfer toward terminals: Transfers be-
tween the core and the terminals were analytically determined
using their geometric features and formula (4) [13], where L
is the length, λ the thermal conductivity and S the section. λ
has been estimated using the works of Cheng et al. [9], by
estimating the core component dimensions and calculating an
equivalent thermal conductivity. Ri,+ and Ri,− were calculated
this way.

R =
L

λ S
(4)

Heat transfer in the casing: Casing thermal resistances
were also calculated using formula (4), using the thermal
conductivity of aluminum (327 W.m−1.K−1). Rs,z1, Rs,z2,
Rs,y were obtained this way.

Heat transfer outside the casing: Thermal loss resistances
from insulated faces to ambient air (Fig. 3b) were calculated
as the sum of three terms. For instance, taking Re,x:

• Re,x1 : contact resistance between the cell and the
insulating material;

• Re,x2 : conduction through the insulating material;

• Re,x3 : convection between the insulating material and
the ambient air.

Using typical values of contact resistance, Re,x1 was found
to be negligible compared to Re,x2 and Re,x3 [14]. Re,x2 has
been determined using formula (4) and Re,x3 using formula
(5). h is a transfer coefficient, which often needs to be
experimentally determined to reach a sufficient precision [15].
In our case, convection has a minor impact on Re,x regarding
Re,x2. Therefore, we only aimed at determining a realistic
value of h [8].

R =
1

h S
(5)

Re,x was found to be 24.3 K.W−1 (with Re,x3 being
2.1 K.W−1). Re,y and Re,z were calculated the same way.

Heat transfer between terminals and ambient air:
Thermal loss resistances from positive and negative terminals
to ambient air are identical and were calculated as the sum of
two terms. For instance, taking Re,+:

• Re,+1 : contact resistance between the positive termi-
nal and the power wire;

• Re,+2 : transfer between the end of the power wire
and the ambient air;

Re,+1 has been calculated using the surfacic conductance
of a copper-copper contact under 2 bars: 6.000 W.m−1.K−1

[14], leading to 1.7 K.W−1.

Re,+2 represents the heat transfer between the wire end
and the ambient air. To represent this transfer, the wire has
been discretized into 10 elements of 10 cm. Each of them is
connected to the 2 next elements by a conduction resistance
(calculated using equation (4)). Each element is also connected
to ambient air by 2 series thermal resistances : conduction
through the insulating material and convection to the ambient
air (equation (5)). For a wire longer than 50 cm, the equivalent
resistance Re,+2 tends to a constant value, being 8.9 K.W−1.
The value of Re,x is so 10.6 K.W−1.

Cell and cooling system contact: Finally, the interfacial
resistance Re,bot, being the last unknown parameter, has been
determined through an identification algorithm. The cell has
been heated by a square current in the experimental setup
shown by figure 3a (same solicitation as for the heat capacity
determination), with a thermocouple on its face in x direction.
Its temperature has been recorded at the thermal steady state.
Then, the value of Re,bot has been adjusted for the model to
fit the experimental data. It was found to be 1.8 K.W−1.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

The cell, as shown by figure 3a, was packed with insulating
materials on its upper and lateral faces. The cell bottom was
connected to a temperature-regulated system set to 15.5°C and
the ambient air was at 22°C. The cell was at a thermal steady
state before being:



• fully discharged in 30 min (2C current);

• rested for 30 minutes;

• fully charged in 2 hours (C/2 current, CCCV method);

• rested for 30 minutes.

Voltage and current profiles were recorded (Bio-Logic HCP-
1005) to evaluate the heat generation rate (equation (1)) (Fig.
4a) and was then used to simulate the cell thermal behavior.
Temperature on its face in x direction was recorded and
compared to simulations (Fig. 4b).

It can be seen that much more heat is generated during
the discharge than during the charge, because of the lower
charging current. The heat generated while discharging the
cell is mostly due to electrical losses (irreversible heat). Two
heat peaks can be observed at the beginning and at the end
of the discharge, due to the internal resistance increase near
0% and 100% SoC. The discharge-end heat-peak is even more
increased by the reversible heat generation, because chemical
reactions are exothermic near 0% SoC for a discharge current
(these reactions will so be endothermic and will absorb heat
under a charge current).

During the charging step, both reversible and irreversible
heats contributes significantly to the total generated heat. At
the beginning of the charge, a heat absorption can be observed
: meaning that the heat consumed by chemical reactions is
superior to the heat generated by electrical losses. At the end
of the charge, the heat peak and the following gradual decrease
are due to the CCCV charging method.

Figure 4b represents the temperature evolutions of the:

• Tsurf : face in x direction (measured and calculated);

• Tcore: cell core (measured);.

• Tbottom: cell bottom face (measured);

• Tair: ambient air (measured);

• Tcooling: cooling system (set);

The model we used for heat generation estimation seems to
give good results, as the temperature evolutions are in accor-
dance with measurements. The thermal steady state between
2h and 3h is also well represented, reflecting the correctness
of thermal resistances. The precision of our model during this
test is better than 1°C.

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS

A lumped thermal model for a large prismatic lithium cell
has been presented. The proposed model aims to represent the
thermal behavior of a pack central cell. The proposed model
has been experimentally validated, is able to represent typical
thermal phenomena and gives reliable information on cell key
temperatures.

Simulation shows a difference of 3°C between Tsurf et
Tcore. This is quite small, whereas the cell is well-cooled and
is so able to stay in acceptable temperature ranges. As for the
casing, Tbottom is about 20°C colder than Tsurf at the end of
the discharge : this strong difference shows that cells is indeed
cooled by its bottom face through its casing. Finally, Tbottom

Figure 4. (a) Heat generated and (b) temperature simulations compared to
measures for a discharge-charge cycle.

reaches a 10°C difference with the cooling system, only due to
the interfacial thermal resistance. This confirms the sensibility
of the system cooling-performances to this interface and, as a
result, strengthens the dependence of the simulation quality to
this resistance determination.

The model is well-suited for embedded applications such
as a BMS or for off line applications such as a pack thermal-
design tool. It is also suitable for larger model (pack model)
as several cell models can easily be interconnected. To do so,
thermal transfers between cells and with the pack environment
should be characterized, as well as the influence of these
transfers of cell thermal behaviors.
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